
 A6 - I can assess events that shaped Canada. 

 Lim (49% or less)  Beg (50% - 59%)  Emg (60% - 69%)  Prg (70% - 79%)  Adv (80% - 89%)  Mas (90% - 100%) 

 I am not yet able to 
 define what the 
 Great Migration 
 was. 

 I can define what 
 the Great Migration 
 was. 

 I can explain what 
 the Great Migration 
 was. 

 I can summarize 
 the Great Migration 
 and its impacts on 
 Canada. 

 I can explain the 
 causes and effects 
 of the Great 
 Migration and its 
 impact on Canada. 

 I can evaluate how 
 the Great Migration 
 was an attempt to 
 confirm British 
 identity within 
 Canada. 

 I am not yet able to 
 identify the 
 difference between 
 Upper and Lower 
 Canada. 

 I can recall why 
 Britain encouraged 
 emigration to 
 Canada between 
 1815 and 1850. 

 I can explain why 
 Britain encouraged 
 emigration to 
 Canada between 
 1815 and 1850. 

 I can summarize 
 Britain’s policy of 
 encouraging 
 emigration to 
 Canada between 
 1815 and 1850. 

 I can evaluate 
 Britain’s policy of 
 encouraging 
 emigration to 
 Canada between 
 1815 and 1850. 

 I can critically 
 reflect on Britain’s 
 policy of 
 encouraging 
 emigration to 
 Canada between 
 1815 and 1850. 

 Lim (49% or less)  Beg (50% - 59%)  Emg (60% - 69%)  Prg (70% - 79%)  Adv (80% - 89%)  Mas (90% - 100%) 

 I am not yet able to 
 recall the issues 
 raised by the 1837 
 and 1838 
 Rebellions in Lower 
 Canada and Upper 
 Canada. 

 I can recall the 
 issues raised by the 
 1837 and 1838 
 Rebellions in Lower 
 Canada and Upper 
 Canada. 

 I can identify the 
 issues raised by the 
 1837 and 1838 
 Rebellions in Lower 
 Canada and Upper 
 Canada. 

 I can analyze the 
 Act of Union of 
 1840 and show 
 how it relates to the 
 1837 and 1838 
 Rebellions in Lower 
 Canada and Upper 
 Canada. 

 I can explain that 
 the Act of Union of 
 1840 was an 
 attempt to resolve 
 issues raised by the 
 1837 and 1838 
 Rebellions in Lower 
 Canada and Upper 
 Canada. 

 I can evaluate how 
 the Act of Union of 
 1840 was an 
 attempt to resolve 
 issues raised by the 
 1837 and 1838 
 Rebellions in Lower 
 Canada and Upper 
 Canada. 



 Lim (49% or less)  Beg (50% - 59%)  Emg (60% - 69%)  Prg (70% - 79%)  Adv (80% - 89%)  Mas (90% - 100%) 

 I am not yet able to 
 recall what 
 Confederation was. 

 I can describe what 
 Confederation was. 

 I can identify how 
 Confederation was 
 an example of a 
 move towards 
 democracy. 

 I can explain that 
 Confederation was 
 an attempt to 
 provide the 
 populations of 
 Québec and 
 Ontario with 
 increased control 
 over their own 
 affairs. 

 I can explain  why 
 Confederation was 
 an attempt to 
 provide the 
 populations of 
 Québec and 
 Ontario with 
 increased control 
 over their own 
 affairs. 

 I can evaluate to 
 what extent 
 Confederation was 
 successful at 
 providing the 
 populations of 
 Québec and 
 Ontario with 
 increased control 
 over their own 
 affairs. 

 I am not yet able to 
 recall what 
 Confederation was. 

 I can describe what 
 Confederation was. 

 I can recall that 
 Confederation was 
 an attempt to 
 strengthen the 
 Maritime colonies. 

 I can explain how 
 Confederation was 
 an attempt to 
 strengthen the 
 Maritime colonies. 

 I can explain the 
 economic 
 arguments for the 
 Maritime colonies 
 joining 
 Confederation. 

 I can evaluate the 
 arguments for and 
 against the 
 Maritime colonies 
 joining in 
 Confederation. 


